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Dear Readers,
The Vedanta Kesari is one of the oldest cultural and spiritual
magazines in the country. Started under the guidance and support
of Swami Vivekananda, the first issue of the magazine, then called
Brahmavadin, came out on 14 Sept 1895. Brahmavadin was run
by one of Swamiji’s ardent followers Sri Alasinga Perumal. After
his death in 1909 the magazine publication became irregular, and
stopped in 1914 whereupon the Ramakrishna Order revived it as
The Vedanta Kesari.
Swami Vivekananda’s concern for the magazine is seen in his letters to Alasinga Perumal where
he writes: ‘Now I am bent upon starting the journal.’ ‘Herewith I send a hundred dollars…. Hope this
will go just a little in starting your paper.’ ‘I am determined to see the paper succeed.’ ‘The Song of the
Sannyasin
S
is my first contribution for your journal.’ ‘I learnt from your letter the bad financial state that
Brahmavadin is in.’ ‘It must be supported by the Hindus if they have any sense of virtue or gratitude
left in them.’ ‘I pledge myself to maintain the paper anyhow.’ ‘The Brahmavadin is a jewel—it must
not perish. Of course, such a paper has to be kept up by private help always, and we will do it.’
For the last 104 years, without missing a
single issue, the magazine has been carrying the
invigorating message of Vedanta with articles
on spirituality, culture, philosophy, youth,
To become self-supporting
personality development, science, holistic
living, family and corporate values.
To establish the magazine
agazine
gazine
Over the years, production and
on firm financial
publication costs have gone up manifold.
footing we need
A non-commercial magazine like this can
ONE CRORE
continue its good work only with the generous
RUPEES for the
financial support and active assistance of wellPermanent Fund.
wishers.
Please contribute
Hence, we appeal to our readers and
generously.
admirers of Swamiji to support us by donating
Names of the donors
orss will
to the following schemes:
azine
appear in the magazine.

PERMANENT FUND
D

GIFT TO LIBRARIES

SPONSOR A PAGE
Once a year, please
sponsor at least one
page in one issue of
The Vedanta Kesari.
In a year (12 issues
including a Special
Issue) we need 600 pages to be sponsored. If
you sponsor more pages, it will help us reach
the target faster and enhance overall quality.
The sponsor's name will appear in the margin
of the page.
Sponsorship per page: Rs. 1000/-

Please gift a copy of The
Vedanta Kesari to school,
college, university, and
public libraries.
This will take India’s
timeless spiritual and cultural heritage,
and the message of Vedanta-RamakrishnaVivekananda to a wider section of youth.
You can select any library in India, or let The
Vedanta Kesari choose one.
Name of sponsors and libraries enrolled will
be published in The Vedanta Kesari.
Gift Subscription per library: 500/Library will receive the magazine free for 3 yrs.
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To reach wider readership

To enhance production quality
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1. You can send donations either by Cheque/DD/MO or Bank Transfer or Online Payment.
2. Cheque / DD / MO in favour of: ‘Sri Ramakrishna Math, Chennai’
Postal Address: Sri Ramakrishna Math, # 31, Ramakrishna Math Road, Mylapore, Chennai 600 004.
3. Bank Transfer in India:
Bank Code No.
: 600027009
Name of the Bank
: United Bank of India
IFSC
: UTBI0SRM842
Name of the Branch : R.K. Math Road, Chennai - 4
{here ‘0’ is zero}
Name of the Account : Sri Ramakrishna Math, Chennai
Swift
Code
:
UTBIINBBMBS
of UBI
Account Number
: 1511010100001
4. Donate Online:

https://donations.chennaimath.org

5. After any donation please e-mail transaction details to : thevedantakesari@chennaimath.org
a) In the e-mail / covering letter mention purpose of payment:
VK Subscription / VK Permanent Fund / VK Sponsor a Page
/ VK Gift to Libraries.
b) Kindly mention your postal address and contact number.
c) Please give your PAN Number for donations `10,000 and above.
d) All donations are exempt from Income Tax under section 80G of
the [Indian] I.T.Act, 1961.
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PAYMENT DETAILS

This is the last issue of a 5-part series on
Swami Vivekananda’s vision of man-making
education. In order to get a full appreciation
of the vision, please refer Issues 1-4 (JanApril 2018).

ISSUE 5

Educational Goal Map
Goal 1: Affirm my
infinite possibilities
Goal 2: Build my
character & personality

focus in this issue:

Goal 3: Develop my
career worthiness

Contribute to
one’s profession/
field

practice

practice

1

2
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Goal 4: Contribute
to society

Contribute to
one’s organization/
institution

practice

4
Dedicate one’s life
to a higher purpose

®

practice

3
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Educational Goal 4:
Contribute to society

Contribute to community/
society at large

©ILLUMINE KNOWLEDGE RESOURCES PVT. LTD.

Note:
1.

Contribution to society is the final goal of education. By creating long-lasting value, each one
of us can become an agent of societal change in our own unique way. This feature enables
you to begin contributing to society in a systematic way.

2.

There are four major practices, along with a set of think triggers (a,b,c). These triggers help
open up potential contributions to society. The last section is a tool which helps you map out
the various zones of contribution that you operate in, in your day-to-day life, and identify the
specific contributions you could make in each zone.

3.

We recommend that this issue be used as a pullout, so that you can keep it with you.

> explore practices

1

2

Contribute to one’s
profession/ field

think trigger 1c

Further the scope of
one’s profession/ field

think trigger 1b

Further the practice of
one’s field/ area of work

think trigger 1a

Further the
knowledge of the
field/ area of work
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Like Carl Linnaeus, the
Swedish Botanist, who
established universally
acceptable conventions
for the naming of
organisms. His work
marks the starting point of consistent
use of binomial nomenclature.
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Like René Laennec, a French doctor,
who helped advance the practice
of diagnosis by building a new tool
- the stethoscope.
Earlier, doctors relied on the patient’s
accounts of their symptoms to figure
out what was happening inside a
patient’s body.
Using a stethoscope doctors could
now discover the internal workings
of a human body, which changed the
way they thought about diseases.

During the 18th century expansion of
natural history knowledge, Linnaeus
also developed what became known
as the Linnaean taxonomy; the
system of scientific classification
now widely used in the biological
sciences.
practice

2

A CASE EXAMPLE:
Shankar was a peon in the accounts
department of a bank. He observed that
finding a voucher was like searching for
a needle in a haystack. The vouchers
were stored in big dirty boxes in a store
room, filled with rats and dirt. People
often complained about the situation,
but nothing had been done about it.
Shankar decided to try solving the issue
once and for all, for everyone. He took
the initiative to create a formal voucher
access & retrieval system, after his office
hours. He spent several months to put
it in place, without compromising
on his regular duties.
How did Shankar’s action
benefit the bank?

He is popularly known as the
‘Father of Behavioral Economics’

think trigger 2c

Strengthen the
culture/ values of
one’s organization

think trigger 2b

Perform one’s role by
exceeding expectations

By applying insights from
psychological research, he helped
the world better understand
people’s economic decisionmaking in particular.

Why should we work towards
furthering the knowledge,
practice or scope of any
field/ profession? How does it
contribute to society at large?

Contribute to one’s
organization/ institution

think trigger 2a

Like Richard
Thaler, an
economist,
whose research
has played a
crucial role
in bridging the gap between
economics & psychology.

Strengthen one’s
team members

Here is the thinking of two employees
in the same company...
How does it matter
what time I come in,
as long as I account
for 8 hours of working

Here are some ways:
Show confidence
in them by giving
assignments
which matter

Pitch in at
times of
stress
Create safety
net for them
to fail

Create
opportunities
for them to
grow

Give
constructive
feedback
Respect them,
irrespective of
where they stand
in the hierarchy

Can you think of more?

Employee 1
Employee 2

In our company, we
respect each other’s time.
So, it’s important that I
reach office by 9:30 in the
morning.

Each of the above ways of
thinking will strengthen a
particular type of culture. Which
type will be beneficial to the
organization in the long-run?
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practice

Contribute to the community/
society at large

Contribute to the
nation at large

3
think trigger 3a

CASE: THE DABBAWALAS OF MUMBAI

Contribute to
customers/ users

“There is
nothing better
than feeding
someone. We
feed people
with love through our service, just as a
mother feeds her child with love”

ASK YOURSELF:
How do I see my users?
As a faceless mass of people
who are the ‘market’ - whose
potential can be leveraged and
exploited in multiple ways?
OR
As real people with real
challenges, needs and concerns
- who give us an opportunity to
serve them?

Dabbawalas view their role of delivering
lunch boxes to officegoers as not just
a job, but an act of service. In the last
125 years, there has hardly been a case
where a dabba was not delivered to its
destination. Come rain or shine, heavy
crowded local trains and Mumbai traffic,
the dabbas are picked up from home
and delivered. Such is the precision &
dedication of the Dabbawalas.

Dedicate one’s life
to a higher purpose

4

think trigger 4a

Dedicate one’s life
to the nation

His vision for India led to the
creation of India’s first steel plant
(Tata Steel), India’s first power
plant (Tata Power), India’s own
institution for advanced scientific
education and research (Indian
Institute of Sciences - IISc), the
first Indian-owned luxury hotel
(Taj Mahal Hotel).
Can you identify ways in which people
contribute to society in their daily life?

Dedicate one’s life to
realizing the highest

Dedicate one’s life to
the welfare of mankind

An example:
Young Prince Siddhartha Gautama,
having been confronted with the Four
Passing Sights (a sick person, an
aged person, a corpse, and a holy
man), renounced his royal life, and
set out on the journey to discover a
remedy for human suffering.
He found the cause of suffering
and the way out of it. He attained
enlightenment and
as Buddha spread
his compassionate
message among
all people by
teaching them the
Eight Fold Path to
enlightenment.

Like Dr. Jonas
Salk, who
dedicated his
life to finding
cures for some
of the deadliest
diseases faced
by humanity.
Before the mid-1950s, polio
created annual epidemics. Salk’s
commitment to find a cure for this
deadly disease even led him to
taking measures such as testing out
his polio vaccine on himself, and his
family!
He also established the Salk
Institute for Biological Studies
where he and
other scientists
focused their efforts
on eradicating
diseases like multiple
sclerosis, cancer and

“During my lifetime, I have dedicated
myself to this struggle of the African
people. I have fought against white
domination, and I have fought
against black domination. I have
cherished the ideal of a democratic
and free society in which all persons
live together in harmony and with
equal opportunities. It is an ideal
which I hope to live for and to
achieve. But if needs be, it is an ideal
for which I am prepared to die.”
Nelson Mandela devoted his life to
abolish apartheid. He
knew that overthrowing
apartheid called for
struggle & sacrifice, and
was prepared for the
long walk to freedom.
After 27 years in prison,
he was elected as the
What makes some people dedicate
country’s first black
their lives to a higher purpose?
president.

He believed that India’s political
independence would be
meaningless without economic
self-sufficiency, and that India
must develop its own industries
and not depend on British goods.

think trigger 4c

think trigger 4b
practice

Like Jamsetji
Tata, an Indian
industrialist,
whose efforts
helped India
claim a place in the league of
industrialized nations.

Designed &
developed by

ILLUMINE

Knowledge Catalysts

®

www.illumine.in
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Serve the community
through one’s profession
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think trigger 3b

practice
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think trigger 3c

BUILD YOUR ZONES
CONTRIBUTION
MAP
CAREEROFWORTHINESS
DEVELOPMENT
MAP
•
•

Think of the kinds of contribution you can make to various stakeholders in your life
Use the triggers given below to build your answers

Contribution to family
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Contribution to community

Contribution to friends/
colleagues

For example, treating your community
as an extension of your home, taking
ownership for the development of
the community, being inclusive &
sensitive to the diverse members of
the community, etc.

For example, sharing valuable
information, supporting them
in their initiatives, giving them
emotional support, giving honest
& constructive feedback, being
available for them, etc.
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MY ZONES OF CONTRIBUTION

Contribution to self

Contribution to nation
For example, being aware of
what’s happening, being an
active citizen, representing
the nation & bringing laurels,
being proud of the history,
culture & heritage of the
nation, striving to take the
nation forward in every way,
etc.

®

Contribution to one’s place
of work/ study
For example, keeping the shared goal/
purpose at the center, and not only
one’s personal goals, participating in
events, being sensitive to the protocols
of the place, working towards
upgrading the place, etc.

For example, not ‘boxing’ oneself
(pushing oneself to expand one’s
mind all the time), consciously
building one’s capabilities, taking
care of one’s health, continuously
striving to become a better version
of oneself, etc.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE: This tool is
licensed for use as a part of this
Vedanta Kesari Issue only. Any
modification and/or re-use cannot
be undertaken without explicit
written permission from Illumine

AN ILLUMINE TOOL

Share examples of your experiences of trying out these practices, on

www.vivekanandaway.org

Any questions that come up in your mind while doing so,
can also be discussed here.
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For example, participating in household
chores, sharing responsibility, contributing
financially, enabling people (e.g. helping your
grandfather learn how to use the i-pad), etc.

